Toyota tacoma v6 4x4

Available on select Toyotas. Screen depiction accurate at time of posting. It's easy to get where
you're going with free voice-guided navigation, live traffic information, lane guidance and more.
Do not use the audio multimedia system if it will distract you. With Alexa, you can ask to play
music, listen to audiobooks, hear the news, check the weather, control smart home devices, get
directions, find parking, and moreâ€”all while you keep your hands on the wheel and eyes on
the road. Alexa lives in the cloud, so she is always getting smarter and updates are delivered
automatically. The more you talk to Alexa , the more she adapts to speech patterns, vocabulary
and personal preferences. Choose from every channel in your vehicle and enjoy the deepest
variety of music, ad-free. Root for your team anywhere you are. Hear all about your favorite
stars and subjects. Every kind of comedy, with something to make you laugh. Get news from
every source. Hear over ad-free Xtra channels of music for any mood, occasion or activity. You
can even access thousands of hours of On Demand shows and performances and get
personalized recommendations. The result: Each passenger can experience music the way the
artist intended them to. More Info. Prototype shown with options. Professional driver on closed
course. Do Not Attempt. The Toyota Tacoma is designed to meet most off-road driving
requirements, but off-roading is inherently dangerous and may result in vehicle damage. Toyota
encourages responsible operation to help protect you, your vehicle and the environment.
Seatbelts should be worn at all times. Do not allow passengers to ride in cargo area. Swipe to
Rotate. VooDoo Blue. Prices and colors may vary by model. Options shown. Build Local
Specials. Find Your Tacoma Compare Models. Preview Features Build Your Own. Find
Accessories. Payment Estimator. Read Info Available way power-adjustable driver's seat with
2-way adjustable lumbar. Read Info 4. Engineered for off-road adventure by the experts at TRD.
Read Info. Available 6-Speed Manual Transmission. Six speeds. Three pedals. One Tacoma
under your control. Electronic Locking Rear Differential. Intelligent tech helps give you more
grip in low-traction conditions. Between a rock and a hard place? Tuned to help smooth out the
rough stuff when the trails get wild. Payment Estimator Use the payment estimator tool to
assess your payment options. The ultimate copilot. Take the simple way there. Communicate
safely on the road ahead. All your music. Beautifully arranged. The perfect driving companion.
Bring your music along for the ride. Let's go places. What is Alexa? Meet Alexa. Using Alexa.
What you love is on now. More ways to listen, everywhere. Watch Video. Subscribers now get
more than ever online and on the app. Amplify your drive. Everything music should be.
Historically, vehicle manufacturers and distributors have charged a separate fee for processing,
handling and delivering vehicles to dealerships. Toyota's charge for these services is called the
"Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing, handling
and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure and may be
subject to change at any time. Toyota may make a profit on the Delivery, Processing and
Handling Fee. Excludes taxes, license, title and available or regionally required equipment. The
published prices do not apply to Puerto Rico and the U. Virgin Islands. Actual dealer price will
vary. Actual mileage will vary. EPA ratings not available at time of posting. For more information
on mpg, please see Actual MPGe will vary. Battery capacity will decrease with time and use. See
Actual MPGe will vary depending upon driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your
vehicle, and other factors. For more information, see EPA estimates not available at time of
posting. Fueling time varies with hydrogen fueling pressure and ambient temperature. EPA
ratings not available at time of printing. Based on RAV4 Hybrid vs. Information from ToyotaCare
for Prius and Prius Prime covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for two years or 25,
miles, whichever comes first. Certain models require a different maintenance schedule as
described in their Maintenance Guide. Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids,
except emergency fuel delivery. See Toyota dealer for details and exclusions. Valid only in the
continental U. Test results are accurate as of the date noted, using the specified
audio-multimedia system grades, cell phone operating systems and mobile apps associated
with the respective vehicle. Phone performance depends on software version, cellular reception
and other factors not controlled by Toyota. Information will be updated on an ongoing basis as
new phones are constantly being tested. If your cell phone or operating system is not listed, it
may still be compatible, however we do not have results to display at this time. Please note that
Toyota does not make recommendations on phone carriers, manufacturers, models or
operating systems. Not all applicants will qualify. You may defer the first retail payment for up
to 90 days from the contract date up to 45 days in Pennsylvania. The amount of interest you pay
will increase because finance charges accrue from the contract date origination. Earned interest
over the first 90 days will be paid as interest according to your amortization schedule and will
not be waived or added to the principal. Available on new and Certified Used Toyotas. Maximum
term is 72 months. Individual dealer prices, other terms, and offers may vary. Void where
prohibited. Not compatible with iFi program. Contact your participating Toyota dealer for

details. The day program is offered June 2, through July 6, , and the day program in
Pennsylvania is offered June 2, through July 6, This offer requires approved credit and
financing through Southeast Toyota Finance. Payments may be deferred for up to the first 90
days from inception. Interest will accrue from inception and the total amount of interest you will
pay may be higher due to the deferment. Available on new Toyota vehicles only. Maximum
contract term is 75 months. May not be combined with certain other offers. See your
participating Toyota dealer for details. Must complete retail sale and take delivery from July 7,
through August 3, Use for comparison purposes only. Toyota's charge for these services is
called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing,
handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure.
Dealer price will vary. AT and SR5 4x2 4-Cyl. AT and SR5 4x4 4-Cyl. ToyotaCare for Mirai covers
normal factory scheduled maintenance for three years or 35, miles, whichever comes first.
Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids. See an Authorized Fuel Cell Dealer for
details and exclusions. Dynamic Navigation depends on an operative telematics device, a
cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS signal strength, and other factors outside of
Toyota's control, which can limit system functionality or availability. Services not available in
every city or roadway. Use common sense when relying on information provided. Service may
vary by vehicle and region. Registration is required. Terms of Use apply. Do not rely exclusively
on the Blind Spot Monitor. Always look over your shoulder and use your turn signal. There are
limitations to the function, detection and range of the monitor. See Owner's Manual for
additional limitations and details. SiriusXM All Access trial length and service availability may
vary by model, model year or trim. All rights reserved. Android is a trademark of Google, LLC. If
you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will
automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment
method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel, you must call SiriusXM at All
fees and programming subject to change. Not all vehicles or devices are capable of receiving all
services offered by SiriusXM. Current information and features may not be available in all
locations, or on all receivers. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.
Not all Amazon Alexa functionality is available for in-vehicle use. See applicable app for details.
Data charges may apply for certain functions. Apps, prices and services subject to change at
any time without notice. The Tire Pressure Monitor System alerts the driver when tire pressure
is critically low. For optimal tire wear and performance, tire pressure should be checked
regularly with a gauge; do not rely solely on the monitor system. Drivers are responsible for
their own safe driving. Always pay attention to your surroundings and drive safely. The
Panoramic View Monitor does not provide a comprehensive view of the area surrounding the
vehicle. You should also look around outside your vehicle and use your mirrors to confirm
surrounding clearance. Environmental conditions may limit effectiveness and view may become
obscured. Vehicle user interface is a product of Google and its terms and privacy statement
apply. To use Android Auto on your audio display, you'll need an Android Auto compatible
vehicle and Android phone. Requires compatible smartphone connected with an approved data
cable into the USB media port, and data plan rates apply. Apps and services vary by phone
carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice. Android, Android Auto and Waze
are trademarks of Google. Do not use an automatic car wash if vehicle is equipped with Desert
Air Intake accessory. Damage to vehicle may result which falls outside of the vehicle's warranty
coverage. The Smart Key System may interfere with some pacemakers or cardiac defibrillators.
If you have one of these medical devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you should
deactivate this system. Apps and services are subject to change at any time without notice.
Data charges may apply. Before towing, confirm your vehicle and trailer are compatible, hooked
up and loaded properly and that you have any necessary additional equipment. Do not exceed
any Weight Ratings and follow all instructions in your Owner's Manual. The maximum you can
tow depends on base curb weight plus the total weight of any cargo, occupants, and added
vehicle equipment. The only way to be certain of your vehicle's exact curb weight is to weigh
your vehicle without passengers or cargo. See Owner's Manual for limitations. Extra-cost color.
The Multi-Terrain Monitor view is limited and can be affected by environmental conditions.
Crawl Control is designed for driving on difficult terrain at low speeds and assists the driver by
controlling acceleration and braking, allowing the driver to focus on steering. Airbag systems
are Supplemental Restraint Systems and are designed to inflate only under certain conditions
and in certain types of severe collisions. To decrease the risk of injury from an inflating airbag,
always wear seatbelts and sit upright in the middle of the seat as far back as possible. Do not
put objects in front of an airbag or around the seatback. Do not use a rearward-facing child seat
in any front passenger seat. Hill Start Assist Control is designed to help minimize backward
rolling on steep ascents. It is not a substitute for safe driving judgment and practices. Factors

including speed, grade, surface conditions and driver input can all affect whether HAC will be
effective in preventing a loss of control. Do not rely exclusively on the Rear Cross-Traffic Alert
system. Always look over your shoulder and use your mirrors to confirm rear clearance. There
are limitations to the function, detection and range of the system. When using the wireless
charging system, avoid placing metal objects between the wireless charger and the mobile
device when charging is active. Doing so may cause metal objects to become hot and could
cause burns. The engine immobilizer is a state-of-the-art anti-theft system that is initiated when
you insert your key into the ignition switch or bring a Smart Key fob into the vehicle. If you lose
a key or fob, your Toyota dealer can help or go to ToyotaCare covers normal factory scheduled
maintenance for two years or 25, miles, whichever comes first. The Pre-Collision System PCS
with Pedestrian Detection PD is designed to determine if impact is imminent and help reduce
impact speed and damage in certain frontal collisions involving a vehicle or a pedestrian.
System effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, size and position of pedestrian
and weather, light and road conditions. When engaged, the system will reduce power to help the
brakes bring the vehicle to a stop. Factors including speed, road conditions and driver input
can all impact stopping distance. Eligible vehicle and wireless service required. Coverage and
service not available everywhere. Valid in the contiguous U. Do not drive distracted. Go to att.
Data usage and charges apply. Up to 5 devices can be supported using in-vehicle connectivity.
Apps and services subject to change at any time without notice. System effectiveness is
dependent on many factors including road, weather and traffic conditions. Vehicle Stability
Control is an electronic system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under
adverse conditions. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving practices. Factors
including speed, road conditions, weather and driver steering input can all affect whether VSC
will be effective in preventing a loss of control. Lane Departure Alert is designed to read visible
lane markers under certain conditions, and provide visual and audible alerts when lane
departure is detected. It is not a collision-avoidance system or a substitute for safe and
attentive driving. Effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and
vehicle conditions. The Wi-Fi Connect trial begins at the time of activation and expires when
2GB of data is used or when the 3-month period ends. After the trial period expires, enrollment
in a paid subscription is required to access the service. Terms and conditions apply. Stolen
vehicle police report required to use Stolen Vehicle Locator. Some features may require the
Toyota app. Registration required. Subscription required after trial. Service subject to change at
any time without notice. See usage precautions and service limitations in Owner's Manual and
at toyota. The Service Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of
purchase or lease of a new vehicle. After the respective trial period expires, enrollment in paid
subscription is required to access the service. Destination Assist depends on an operative
telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS signal strength and other
factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit system ability functionality or availability.
Use common sense when relying on this information. Services subject to change at any time
without notice. See Owner's Manual and toyota. Automatic High Beams operate at speeds
above 25 mph. Factors such as a dirty windshield, weather, lighting and terrain limit
effectiveness, requiring the driver to manually operate the high beams. Active front headrests
can help reduce the extent of whiplash in certain types of rear-end collisions. Phone
performance depends on software, coverage and carrier. Trailer-Sway Control TSC is an
electronic system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse
conditions. It is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Factors including speed, road
conditions, weather and driver steering input can all affect whether TSC will be effective in
preventing a loss of control. The Destination Assist trial period is at no extra cost and begins on
the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. The Dynamic Navigation three year trial
period begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. After the trial period
expires, enrollment in paid subscription is required to access the service. Emission coverages
vary under Federal and California regulations. Use only if aware of circumstances surrounding
vehicle and it is legal and safe to do so e. Toyota's Remote Connect depends on an operative
telematics device, a cellular connection, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of
Toyota's control, which can limit system functionality and availability. Registration and Toyota
app download required. Payload Capacity is the calculation of GVWR minus curb weight and
should be used for comparison purposes only. The maximum amount of passenger and cargo
weight your vehicle can carry is the Load Carrying Capacity indicated on the label s on the
driver's doorjamb. Auto LSD is an electronic, brake-actuated limited-slip differential that
automatically activates when VSC is disengaged at low speeds. Brake Assist is designed to
help the driver take advantage of ABS and is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Braking
effectiveness also depends on proper vehicle maintenance, tire and road conditions. Do not

exceed V. Connected Services depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular
connection, navigation map data, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's
control, all of which can limit system functionality or availability, including access to response
center and emergency support. See toyota. Information provided is based on the last time data
was collected from the vehicle and may not be up to date. Service Connect depends on an
operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data, GPS signal strength
and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit functionality or availability. Terms
and conditions of subscription service agreement apply. The Toyota Remote Connect trial
period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle.
Paid subscription required after trial to access the service. Rear parking assist sonar is
designed to warn drivers of potential rear collisions at speeds of 6 mph or less. Certain vehicle
and environmental factors, including an object's shape and composition, may affect the ability
of the rear parking assist sonar to detect it. Always look around outside the vehicle and use
mirrors to confirm clearance. Data usage applies. Coverage not available everywhere; see vzw.
See verizonwireless. Other terms apply. Verizon Wireless data subscription required upon end
of 6-month trial period or use of 2 GB data whichever comes first. Subject to smartphone
connectivity and capability. App download required. Apps, prices and services vary by phone
carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice. Skills and services subject to
change at any time without notice. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.
Always use safe driving practices and follow all traffic rules. This list represents the phones that
have been tested for compatibility with Vehicle Bluetooth and Entune App Suite features to
date. Test results are valid as of the date noted, using the specified versions of the Audio
Multimedia System, App Suite and Operating Systems. This list will be updated on an on-going
basis as new phones are constantly being tested. If you do not find your phone on this list,
please refer to Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic
conditions at all times. Select apps use large amounts of data; you are responsible for charges.
Always focus on the road while driving. See apple. This page is for personal, non-commercial
use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and
the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is
good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great
content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Smart Buy Program is powered by.
Additional or Replacing Features: 3. Standard Features: 2. Exterior Colors. Interior Colors. Back
Next. Standard Options Additional Options. Find Best Price from Dealers. Total Cost to Own.
See the cheapest Trucks to Own. Data provided by. Research Another Vehicle. SR 4x2 Access
Cab 6 ft. SR 4x2 Double Cab 5 ft. SR5 4x2 Access Cab 6 ft. SR V6 4x2 Access Cab 6 ft. SR5 4x2
Double Cab 5 ft. SR 4x4 Access Cab 6 ft. SR5 4x4 Access Cab 6 ft. SR5 V6 4x2 Access Cab 6 ft.
SR V6 4x4 Access Cab 6 ft. SR5 V6 4x2 Double Cab 5 ft. SR V6 4x4 Double Cab 5 ft. SR5 V6 4x2
Double Cab 6 ft. SR5 V6 4x4 Access Cab 6 ft. SR5 V6 4x4 Double Cab 5 ft. SR5 V6 4x4 Double
Cab 6 ft. Limited V6 4x2 Double Cab 5 ft. Limited V6 4x4 Double Cab 5 ft. Limited V6 4x4 Double
Cab 6 ft. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us!
Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your
browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact
text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page
you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It
only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have
JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By choosing
this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration This page is for personal, non-commercial
use. NHTSA rates crash-tested vehicles by assigning them one to five stars, with five stars
indicating the most injury protection and one star indicating the least protection. We get it. Ads
can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Overall Rollover Rating. Side Barrier Rating Driver. Research
Another Vehicle. SR 4x2 Access Cab 6 ft. SR 4x2 Double Cab 5 ft. SR5 4x2 Access Cab 6 ft. SR
V6 4x2 Access Cab 6 ft. SR5 4x2 Double Cab 5 ft. SR 4x4 Access Cab 6 ft. SR5 4x4 Access Cab 6
ft. SR5 V6 4x2 Access Cab 6 ft. SR V6 4x4 Access Cab 6 ft. SR5 V6 4x2 Double Cab 5 ft. SR V6
4x4 Double Cab 5 ft. SR5 V6 4x2 Double Cab 6 ft. SR5 V6 4x4 Double Cab 5 ft. SR5 V6 4x4
Double Cab 6 ft. Limited V6 4x2 Double Cab 5 ft. Limited V6 4x4 Double Cab 5 ft. Limited V6 4x4
Double Cab 6 ft. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog.
Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in
your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The

exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the
Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or
allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You
must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions
below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By
choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Pricing Specs
Equipment. Interior Front head room 40 " Rear head room 38 " Front shoulder room 58 " Rear
shoulder room 59 " Front hip room 57 " Rear hip room 56 " Front leg room Gross weight 5, lbs.
Fuel Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 4, Payload 1, lbs. Maximum towing capacity 6, lbs. Drive
type four-wheel Turning radius Total Cost to Own. See the cheapest Trucks to Own. Data
provided by. Research Another Vehicle. SR 4x2 Access Cab 6 ft. SR 4x2 Double Cab 5 ft. SR5
4x2 Access Cab 6 ft. SR V6 4x2 Access Cab 6 ft. SR5 4x2 Double Cab 5 ft. SR 4x4 Access Cab 6
ft. SR5 4x4 Access Cab 6 ft. SR5 V6 4x2 Access Cab 6 ft. SR V6 4x4 Access Cab 6 ft. SR5 V6 4x2
Double Cab 5 ft. SR V6 4x4 Double Cab 5 ft. SR5 V6 4x2 Double Cab 6 ft. SR5 V6 4x4 Access Cab
6 ft. SR5 V6 4x4 Double Cab 5 ft. SR5 V6 4x4 Double Cab 6 ft. Limited V6 4x2 Double Cab 5 ft.
Limited V6 4x4 Double Cab 5 ft. Viewing Limited V6 4x4 Double Cab 6 ft. We notice you're using
an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking
on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will
appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the
actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again!
You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You
must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the
new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By
choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating
Configuration Or finance with 1. Stock Number: T Model Number: A. View Vehicle Details. May
not represent actual vehicle. New vehicle shopping at Mike Kelly Toyota of Uniontown is a
breeze! Our selection of new vehicle inventory has never been this wide. Toyota offers
everything from cars and hatchbacks, to SUV's, mini-vans, and of course trucks! Toyota truly
has something for everyone. Looking for a new eco-friendly electric vehicle? Maybe you're
looking for a new car that gets great gas mileage? The Avalon, Corolla, Camry, and Yaris all fit
in that category. Looking for a new vehicle with plenty of room? Then a Toyota SUV is what
you're looking for. Toyota also offers amazing new trucks with the Tacoma and Tundra. Both
the Tacoma and Tundra come in different sizes. Whether you're looking for an extended cab or
full size pick-up truck Mike Kelly Toyota has what you're looking for! The Tacoma offers two
different cylinder options in a 4 cylinder and a 6 cylinder. No matter what of new vehicle you're
looking for Mike Kelly Toyota of Uniontown has a vehicle that matches your needs! Available
Inventory. Sort by:. Color: A - Z Ext. Color: Z - A Int. Color: A - Z Int. Show: 10 25 50 Explore
Financing. Disclaimer May not represent actual vehicle. I also wish to be contacted by the dealer
about this vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The recipient of this text message may incur
charges depending on their wireless carrier. Request More Info. Please Note: We provide
Savings on our vehicles daily based on current inventory supply. Check to see if this vehicle
qualifies for a Sale Price. Color: Stock : VIN:. Search Vehicles Nearby Type in a zip code, or
share your location to find vehicles near you. Not everybody needs the size and capabilities of a
full-size pickup. That's where midsize trucks come in, and the Toyota Tacoma is one of the
better choices in the class. It trails behind the more city-friendly Honda Ridgeline and all-terrain
Jeep Gladiator in our rankings, but we think the Tacoma is a sensible middle ground between
the two. After last year's significant refresh, there are no changes to the core Tacoma offerings.
There are, however, a pair of new limited-edition trims for buyers looking for something a little
different. Limited to 7, units, it comes with all-terrain tires and lockable bed storage bins. The
driver's side bin is even insulated so it can function as a built-in cooler. There's also a
Nightshade Special Edition based on the more expensive Limited trim, but changes are only
aesthetic, with blacked-out badging and trim throughout. Just 5, are planned for production. Is
the Tacoma the right midsize truck for you? Check out our Expert Rating to get our in-depth
take on the Tacoma. When the Tacoma was redesigned in , we wanted to know what it was like
to live with, so we bought one. Specifically, we purchased the Toyota Tacoma TRD Off-Road
and lived with it in our long-term fleet for nearly two years, putting over 40, miles on the
odometer. The Tacoma has received some updates since its redesign in , but it's the same
generation truck so most of our observations apply. To learn about everything from seat

comfort to reliability, check out all the details in our long-term Tacoma test. The SR and SR5
come standard with a 2. Optional for those trims â€” and standard on all others â€” is a 3. A
six-speed automatic is common across the lineup, though some trims offer a six-speed manual
transmission in conjunction with the V6. Other choices include an extended cab Access Cab
configuration with a 6. Rear-wheel drive is standard on most trims, with part-time four-wheel
drive with a low-range transfer case an option. SR5 The SR5 will be a little more palatable for
most non-commercial buyers. Among its upgrades are:. Because it's powered by the V6, all
non-optional features listed above designated "V6 only" are standard here. On top of the SR5
features, it adds:. A number of packages and stand-alone options are available for the TRD
Sport, and many can be mixed and matched with one another. In a nutshell, these include:.
Upgrades include:. The available Multi-Terrain monitor adds front- and side-view cameras for
fine-tuning the Tacoma's position off-road. Limited The Tacoma Limited primarily adds luxury
features. It includes most of the TRD Sport's equipment, minus the sport suspension and hood
scoop. Also added are:. This Tacoma is a wonderful truck. I had a Tacoma but was unsatisfied
with the cabin noise and transmission issues of shifting all the time. This TRD sport is very
quiet, audio is improved, ride is very smooth and transmission issues of shifting all the time
have disappeared. Couldn't be happier with this decision. Ordered it in August and was
delivered in October. Haven't found anything I dislike about this truck. I have had a car my
whole driving career, but getting older, and being more of an outdoor person, I wanted
something higher up, off road type and not family SUV like. Compared the Ford Ranger and
Tacoma, and obviously went with Tacoma. The Truck rides excellent, comfortable, enough
power, tech is good, bed is just enough, does need more storage I think in the cab. The
complaints about the transmission is true, it is uncoordinated but manageable. And there has
been no complaints of transmission replacement of the s. Higher up trims give you a push start
but even the FOB looks early s. Just put miles on it and still breaking it in. I was casually
looking for used ones but sales talked me into leasing a new one to keep my payment down and
not paying for depreciation which doesn't really exist on this vehicle by the way This truck was
literally fresh off the transporter with 4 miles on it! I even saw it get unloaded from the
transporter thinking there's no way that would ever be mine. It wasn't my first color choice
however considering I wanted what everyone else wants, either Cement Grey, Quicksand
Brown, or Cavalry Blue. Of course those colors are red-hot which makes them virtually
nonexistent and dealers aren't that willing to trade. So I had to make do with what they had but I
have to say this shade of Magnetic Grey hence the truck's nickname is growing on me. I
despised it over the years but once I saw it up close in person I really enjoy the metallic sparkle
when the sun hits it just right. I'm so happy to not only have the practicality of a pickup truck
but also having the convenience features I've been craving. I've always wanted a vehicle with a
big touchscreen infotainment system and thankfully for onward, they added that as standard.
Same goes for the power driver's seat. You can find the perfect seating position this way. Even
the little features get me giddy such as a sunglasses holder, the LED dome light package, the
behind-the-seats storage, a power sliding rear window, LED bedlights, and automatic climate
control. The only feature that it's missing is push-button start, which should be standard
considering all the money they charge for these trucks! Fuel economy is pretty decent. With a
full tank of gas my range was miles! It's been almost two weeks since the fill-up and I'm still at
more than half a tank! And that's in-town driving! That's why I don't get these complaints about
fuel economy. I did notice the transmission is a bit sluggish which is a complaint that I can
actually agree with. The truck has a hard time finding gears especially from second to third. It
also seems to clunk when downshifting or reeving at high RPMs. This shouldn't be the case
considering it's only a six-speed. They've been using this transmission for years and it's just
now suffering problems. But I'm just happy it's not turbocharged or a CVT which are prone to
failure. Overall, I made a wise decision. You can't go wrong with a pickup truck. I can always
find time to utilize it. And it's a midsize so parking and maneuverability is pretty decent. Also,
this has the highest residual value of any vehicle in the market going for it. Not to mention it
looks good. This is the best looking midsize on the market which is one of the reasons so many
people go for it. And it's reliable. All I have to do is routine maintenance and I'm good to go!
Feels like a solid truck with the exception of most of the interior plastic panels. They're pretty
cheap and hard. The radio, 8" premium non JBL, is horrible. Piston slap. The engine has a
knocking noise when cold that seems to almost go away when it's warmed up. Lots of research
says piston slap. I cannot find a definitive answer on whether it is harmful to the engine or not. I
will take it to the dealer and see what they say. Write a review. See all 20 reviews. Join Carlos
Lago as he climbs rocks and hills, compares engines, and highlights the interior space and
seating position of each truck. What makes these off-road trucks different? What are the pros
and cons of each? Which one is worth your money? We answer these questions and more.

Carlos Lago with Edmunds, here. That's a Ford Ranger Tremor. It's what Ford calls the most off
road ready Ranger you can get from your local Ford dealer. And that's the off road ready
Tacoma you can get from your local Toyota dealer. These are both capable, comfortable, daily
drivable, and most importantly cool looking road pickup trucks. Now we've already tested and
evaluated the standard version of these trucks both on and off road. So in this video, we're
going to talk about what makes these off-road specific trim levels special, the pros and cons of
each, and which one ultimately might be worth your hard earned money. Before we do, make
sure to click Like and Subscribe. If you like videos like this one, also visit edmunds. What
makes the Tremor the Tremor? Well, aside from sharing the name with an excellent movie
franchise that you should watch, the first one's got Kevin Bacon in it. Second one's good too,
but-- stop there. It comes with Fox shocks all around, remote reservoirs in the rear, you get a
small lift, a locking rear diff and a couple other things we'll talk about later like these 17 inch
wheels and all-terrain tires. This specific one is a Lariat. You can tell because the badge right
here. Now the super familiar and endlessly popular Tacoma, the TRD Pro is different than the
Tremor in that it's its own trim level. So there's less flexibility with pricing. So you get all the
hardware that truck comes with like a locking rear diff and a couple other things. And the TRD
Pro Package, or the trim level, adds Fox shocks all around, remote reservoirs in the rear, a small
lift, and a bunch of other cosmetic upgrades, which in my mind aren't that important anymore
because you can no longer get the TRD Pro in army green. That's sad. And it costs less money.
Really think about that. But we couldn't get to it because of snow. So here's a rock. And we
parked on it. Couple of things to point out with the tremor. Yes, that lift gives you more
clearance throughout, both in ground clearance, approach break over, and departure angle
versus the standard Ranger. If you check the gap on this rock here, we might not have actually
made this happen with a normal Ranger. Now other things that are specific to Tremor are these
recovery hooks which are nice. Little red accents here always a nice touch. And also if you look
underneath, you'll see what appears to be a plastic body cladding right here because it doesn't
have TRD embossed on it. But it's actually steel. And I didn't find out until I hit it and hurt my
hand. So it's really nice that you have steel protection under the truck. On the other hand, both
of these trucks have plastic bumpers or bumpers with lots of plastic on it and parking sensors
on them. So if you do end up ignoring the warning signs of your steel protection, you'll probably
end up facing a hefty bill if you touch those with rocks. That's about there. And I'm going to
write R for Ranger. If we are anything, we are good scientists, engineers. Anyway, so as we get
to the back wheel, what actually limited us from climbing up this rock further was the front end.
We lost traction there. And that's actually a good stopping point because it shows us how much
articulation we have out of this rear wheel. We'll be sure to measure that again with the Tacoma
later. Now that the wheel's all unloaded and stuff, we can also see what's happening back here.
You get to see those remote reservoirs from Fox, really cool to show off that branding. But more
importantly, you can actually see the full sized spare in those meaty tread blocks. That's a nice
thing to have. As we get to the rear, you don't see a lot in the way of recovery hooks like you do
in the front. And this bumper is still plastic as well. So same challenge as the front. But if you do
need to get a recovery thing going on, you can use a trailer hitch and get something like this
guy, which is definitely not heavy. I'm just weak. It's like a maraca. Now in this position, you can
see its advantages with regard to clearance. Approach angle versus the Tremor is like 4 degrees
more, break over is very similar, departure angle is actually slightly worse. But we can take a
look at that when we move around to the back. Now up front here, the gaps here are a lot bigger
than they were in the Ranger. And that means you're going to be less likely to bump into stuff.
And that's good because these bumpers are still plastic. Now underneath is the skid plate. And
you could definitely tell us it's a skid plate because it says TRD on it in big red letters. This is
also aluminum and not steel like the Rangers. So it's lighter but more susceptible to damage.
Ideally or theoretically it would be more expensive to replace two just based on the price of
aluminum versus steel. Let's take a look at the side. At the back we see we definitely picked up
a rear wheel. But the question is, how high? It's about one Arnie off the ground. So in terms of
articulation, this is better than the range of Tremor by one third of an Arnie. Important stuff.
Now, if you're wondering where the Fox racing reservoir is at, it's actually at the bottom,
because that's where it's mounted. But the interesting thing to note about these shocks is
they're mounted outside of the leaf springs closer to the wheel. On the Ranger, they're inside of
the leaf springs. Also full size spare wheel and tire. So cool stuff. As we get to the rear, it's the
same story with recovery where you can use an accessory and the trailer hitch to solve those
problems. Also like the Ranger, its plastic bumper with parking sensors. So be careful if you
touch things. Also you probably saw this guy and the side steps on the Ranger. If you care
about off-road driving and clearances, don't get these accessories. Because these things are a
easy way to introduce parts to vehicle to the ground. So clearances and articulation generally

go to the Tacoma. But it's the other story when it comes to powertrain. We love the turbo 2. It's
pretty powerful, but also has significantly more torque than the Tacoma. Not only that, it's
connected to a 10 speed automatic. Having all those gears gives this power train more
opportunity to flex its muscle. So many gears. So many options. And that improves acceleration
and fuel economy, at least in terms of EPA estimates. The Ranger also has a shorter first gear.
That means it overall has a better crawl ratio than the Tacoma. And that's further amplified by all
that torque. Basically, this engine doesn't have to work as hard at low speeds. Not only that. It's
a turbo engine. So it's not going to be as affected at altitude as a naturally aspirated engine.
And if you want more power, you can get it as an accessory at your local Ford dealer. There's a
lot to like here. This engine is old, but it's far from underpowered. It still makes decent power
and torque, although it certainly has less torque than that Ranger. Now if you read all the
comments below, you're probably going to hear something about Toyota reliability. That's all
well and good. The real challenge with this powertrain is the six speed automatic. With fewer
gears, you don't have as wide of a ratio spread. So predictably, this truck is slower in a straight
line and not as fuel efficient in terms of EPA estimates. It does have numerically lower crawl
ratio than the Ranger. So that means this engine's going to have to work a bit harder to move
over objects at low speeds. You can get it with a six speed manual. So that's cool if you're into
that kind of thing. And that thing just doesn't sound that good. It's further amplified by the fact
that you only have six gears. So when you're on the freeway and you go to pass somebody, and
you make this big downshift, and that exhaust sounds terrible. And it's just not a pleasant thing
to drive on the freeway. All that said, this is still a package that gets the job done. Now we're
going to do a little hill climb. Ahead of me is obviously a hill. Now we know both of these trucks
can make it up this hill. We've already done it already. We're also going to climb up this hill in
more challenging ways than necessary just to demonstrate all the tools and features at our
disposal in each truck. So I'm going to start in four high with the rear diff open. And I'll engage
features as we start driving up in both trucks. Now at the Ford, I have a couple of things at my
disposal. I, of course, have four high, I've got a locking rear diff, I also have a terrain
management system that I will use to select, let's see, I got normal, grass, gravel, snow, mud
ruts, and sand. Let's try mud ruts. And that'll work in four high. So I'm also going to choose a
line that's not going to be the most efficient. Let's see what we need to make it up this hill. A lot
of ruts in front of me. So perfect application to make it up. No problem. I don't have to use a lot
of gas pedal. The power from that four cylinder is pretty strong. And I've got to say, there's is
actually quite a bit of grip in these tires as well. You can look at the side walls just to see, or the
tread blocks, to see just how beefy they are. Still haven't needed to engage the locking diff yet.
But that'll probably change right about there. So let's stop, lock the diff, and resume. And no
problems whatsoever. The computer software is going to be helping me out but I can't really
sense it. It's actually pretty smooth in application, although I would like to have a forward facing
camera on this truck as I crest the hill. That would make it a lot easier. While we're doing this,
we may as well talk about general interior impressions as well. This is a pretty spacious interior.
And have a lot of headroom. I definitely like the seating position in this truck more than I do in
the Tacoma. I feel like I'm sitting at a more natural angle. And again, that headroom really helps
as well. One thing I'll point out while we're driving is that I have six auxiliary switches on top of
the dash for accessories if you want to install. And that's really nice. It comes as part of the
Tremor package. So if you want to add things like a light, or a winch, or lights, or a winch, you
can. That's really cool. Just know that the front bumper I don't believe actually has a winch
provision. So you have to do some additional work there to make that happen. But nice that
Ford is looking out for you from that perspective. So I'm turning around at the top of the hill now
to come back down. And again, it's one of those situations where a front camera would be really
appreciated. And on the way down I'm going to use the off road cruise control, sort of low
speed cruise control that the Ranger comes with. I'm going to go down here and hit this button,
which is going to engage trail control. That's what they call it. And then I use their cruise control
to engage it. And I can start at one mile an hour and then increase the speed in half mile an hour
increments. And that should get me down the hill without trouble. Let's see how that works. You
can hear the ABS I presume making that little grinding noise. Very subtle though. And very
smooth in its application. Wow, this is going really slow for four high. Let me bump up the
speed a little bit. And this is doing a pretty good job I got to say. My foot's off the brake, just
letting the system ride it out. While we're doing this, visibility is strong. I don't have a big hood
bulge blocking my view. But I would like a little more interior storage I guess. Let's bump it up
to 5 miles an hour. That is really cool. That's really neat. Now as we get to the next drop in
elevation, I'm going to turn off trail control. And we're going to engage low range and see what
the crawling is like on the way down the hill. See if I feel like I need to ride the brakes going
down this steep hill. Let's put it in first gear. What's funny is you can tell that the shifter, this

dash was definitely not designed for 10 speeds because you only have room for six gears. And
then once you get up to 10, it has an arrow that indicates. But will go down to first gear. That's
just an interesting thing to point out the age of this truck, or the age of that dash. So in first
gear, in low range diff locked, foot's hovering the brake pedal but don't need to use it yet. OK,
needed to use it there a little bit. But I've got to say, not on it as much as I thought I might need
to be. Off the break. Crawling pretty good. Get up to about 4 miles an hour. A lot of control
downhill. Nothing to be worried about on this hill. Again, this is not a super challenging hill. But
just to show you the technology and attributes you have in this truck when you're climbing.
Very quiet and smooth experience overall. Not a lot to complain about with how this thing goes
up the hill. There's certainly a lot of capability in this drive train and in this truck overall from
what we can see. Now we're going to climb the same hill in the Tacoma. And I'm to do it the
exact same way, starting out in four high with the rear diff not locked. The Tacoma has a couple
off road drive modes. But what's different about them versus the Ranger is that you have to be
in four low to use them. So we'll do that on the way back down I guess. Let's start climbing. I
can't turn out and say that the seating position in the Tacoma feels weird. My feet are higher
than what I'm used to in most vehicles. What we understand is of course that your feet are like
that because the body's higher. And that's what gives you that additional front clearance. But it
does feel weird to some body styles. And that could be, I don't know, fatiguing on a long drive.
This TRD Pro also doesn't have the same level of grip in the tire. You can tell it by looking at the
tread blocks. They're not as meaty as the Rangers. But still, we're making totally fine progress
up this hill. In fact, the throttle control on this is really good. I haven't even needed to engage
the rear diff yet. And what I don't like as I crest this hill that the hood bulge is massive. And I
actually can't see over it as I'm coming up over the hill. But fortunately, there's a trail camera
that lets me see the forward facing view from the bumper. So I can just kind of ignore that hood
bulge. What's a bummer about this forward facing view is that the resolution isn't that great. So
it's better than nothing, but it could be even better. I've got to say, I'm really impressed that
considering the deficit in power, the deficit in tire, I climbed up this hill without needing to lock
the rear diff. That's pretty cool. Let's turn around at the top here. Thanks for that camera, I can
actually see where the fence is. As we go on the way down, the only way to use the drive modes
in the Tacoma is to switch to four low. So that's what I'll do now. Wait for that to engage. And
then there are two things we can use. There is a low speed crawl control just like the Ranger.
And there are a couple of different drive modes. But there are differences in the way that they
work. OK, four low's engaged, back into drive. So I'll start out with the multi terrain select. I've
got a couple of options. Mud and sand, loose rock, mogul, rock and dirt, and rock. So I think
rock would be a good option for climbing up a hill. We didn't even need to engage it on the way
up because this had the traction and capabilities to get up, which was honestly surprising
considering the difference between these two. I'm going to put it down in first gear and let the
truck control itself first. It is going to be going faster downhill because we have as much engine
braking as we do in the Ranger. But not bad at all. Really easy to manage. No issues in this
thing. And as I get to this crest here, I'm going to turn off the multi terrain select and turn on
crawl control. Now crawl control is the low speed cruise control. Instead of adjusting it by half
mile an hour increments, you basically have five different speeds, low, medium, and high, and
two settings in between low and-- one setting between low and medium, one setting between
medium and high. You get what I mean. And it's going to do the same job where it's going to be
automatically adjusting your speed with the brakes. You can probably already hear how much
louder it is than the Rangers. That's not to say it feels clunkier in action. It just certainly sounds
clunkier. And it gets the same job done. We can turn up a little bit. So if you can live with
something that sounds like the Jason soundtrack, de, de, de, de, de, de. De, de, de, de, de, de.
De, de, de, de. Or one of those throbbing bass lines from 80s synth retro wave music, this
works. This works. And it's pretty cool, too. I will say, as I'm coming down the hill, the glare on
this screen blows out the forward facing camera. So that could be a problem, especially when
you want to use that camera. Turn the speed up. Let it climb this hill, which is totally unneeded.
But it's nice to know you have that safety net. Neither of these trucks have front locking
differentials. We haven't found a place where we would benefit from those yet. But that's a
important thing to point out as we talk about these trucks. That's all the cruise control. That's a
pretty cool system. Crawl control has been deactivated. All right. We've reached the-- 3, 2, 1.
We've reached the end. And the question is, which one of these trucks is worth your hard
earned cash? And the answer isn't as simple as we would all hope it is. Because it really
depends on your priorities. So let's run through the pros and cons of each truck, starting with
the Tacoma. The pros, off-road capability in terms of clearances and articulation are impossible
to ignore. This thing has it all when it comes to those measurements and those capabilities. We
also noticed that it was able to do basically everything the Ranger could do, if not more, even

though it's deficient both in torque and gearing. So that's impressive too. The interior also
boasts more storage overall. You also get a forward facing camera system. And a lot of that
stuff makes it for a really usable truck off road. On road is where a lot of the flaws creep in,
specifically the powertrain. That six speed automatic was fine five years ago. But today, it really
comes up short, especially when you're commuting on the freeway. It's maddening listening to
that exhaust. I don't like it. Also, cost. You have to spend a lot to get a TRD Pro. And you kind of
wonder where all that money is going to outside of the light up Pro on the headlights, which
look cool. But I'd rather have an eight speed or a 10 speed transmission. Let's be honest. Ford
Ranger pros are kind of the opposite. Powertrain is robust and powerful and really easy to live
with. It's great off road and great on road. You can get all the best parts of the off road
performance in the Ranger for significantly less money than the Tacoma TRD Pro. That's really
impressive too. Three, something we haven't really talked about in this video but bears pointing
out is towing and hauling. So if that's important to you, that's worth caring about as well. And I
almost forgot, the electronic drive off road modes in the Ranger are smoother in application,
although they don't seem to be any more or less functional than the Tacoma. It just feels nicer
to use. And how can I forget the upfitter switches in the Ranger? That's a really nice addition for
people who want to install their own accessories and want easy power to access them and turn
them off and on without having to install an aftermarket box somewhere. All really nice stuff.
Now on the down sides, with the Ranger, the interior storage options aren't as nice as the
Tacoma. Also, the fact that the rear seat only folds as one whole unit, not split, is a big bummer
when it comes to wanting to haul three people in cargo. We really wish that was a better setup.
Overall though, the Ranger Tremor seems to be an easier truck to live with day to day if you're
going to spend a lot of your time commuting and go off road sometimes. Whereas the Tacoma
might be slightly better or if you prioritize off-road performance over everything else. I still think
get a TRD off-road with army green and let the aftermarket do the rest. But, hey. That's my
money. So thanks for watching. If you like this video and want to see more of it, leave a like, and
a comment, and subscribe. And if you don't like it, hey I'm sure you're going to comment
anyway. Also, be sure to visit edmunds. And also visit edmunds. Consumer ratings and reviews
are also available for the Toyota Tacoma and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the
Tacoma 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer
reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed
rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality,
and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of
why customers like the Tacoma. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Toyota Tacoma and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the Tacoma featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Toyota Tacoma. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Toyota Toyota Tacoma. Select year - Upcoming - New New. Select a type Access Cab Double Cab. Other years. Pros Rugged off-pavement capability

Easily understood interior controls Composite truck bed has movable tie-down cleats and a
power outlet Top-level V6 can be paired with a six-speed manual transmission Cons Off-road
emphasis produces a tall step-up height What's new Trail and Nightshade special editions
debut Dual-zone automatic climate control standard on V6 models TRD Sport and Off-Road
trims get upgraded audio Part of the third Tacoma generation introduced for What's it like to live
with? The Toyota Tacoma is the best-selling truck in its segment for a reason. Foremost, it
enjoys a long-standing reputation for durability and go-anywhere capability. But it's also
smooth, efficient and easy to get along with on the road. The Tacoma steers and handles
smoothly and is generally easy to drive. The main exception is the brakes, which feel grabby
and can induce nosedive in hard stops. We do wish the 3. The transmission shifts predictably
and is able to get the most out of the engine. Off-road is where the Tacoma truly shines and
stands above all others except the Gladiator. The Tacoma has the clearance, gearing and
traction to tackle serious terrain, and the brakes and throttle prove brilliantly precise and
controllable in low-range crawling situations. The Tacoma was never a disagreeable truck to
ride in, but changes introduced in made it a little bit more pleasant. A fully adjustable way
driver's seat comes standard in V6 trucks, and this seat promotes long-range comfort for
drivers of almost all shapes and sizes. The thicker side-window glass cuts down the wind noise
compared to prior years, though the Colorado and the Ridgeline still have an edge here. The
same is true for ride quality since the Tacoma is still truckier than its smoothest-riding
competitors. As for the climate system, it has effective heating and cooling and is easy to
adjust. The Tacoma's main drawback is its tallish step-in height. Get past that and everything
else is solid once you're inside. The controls are logical and straightforward, including the large
infotainment screen and the recently redesigned knobs and physical shortcut buttons. The way
power seat provides a greater range of adjustability than in pre models, but we wish the
telescoping steering wheel pulled out more. The front-seat roominess benefits from the seat's
added downward adjustability, but other dimensions remain the same as before. Visibility is
very good thanks to the profile of the hood, ample side windows, and a forward- and
side-looking camera system. The latest Tacoma is pretty well stocked with tech features. Toyota
introduced a new screen in that featured a larger size, crisper map graphics and quicker
responses than in previous models. Built-in navigation is an inexpensive upgrade option, and
it's probably worth getting if you're planning on venturing out of cellphone range a lot. Toyota's
approach to standard active safety tech is admirable. Adaptive cruise control, automatic
emergency braking with pedestrian detection, lane departure warning, automatic high-beam
control, and even a driver drowsiness warning system are all standard on all grades. The
Tacoma's truck bed is ideal. It's made of a composite material that needs no bedliner, and it has
an enviable combination of fixed and movable tie-downs. Loading is easy because the tailgate
opens low and its bedsides aren't comically tall. With a 6,pound maximum tow rating, the
Tacoma does lag behind some others, but the deficit isn't large. Interior storage for small items
is adequate. Folding the rear seats down into their cargo-carrying position is a little fussy, but
as a result it offers better storage space than all but the Ridgeline and the Gladiator. Installing
child safety seats is easy, but larger rear-facing and infant seats might eat into front passenger
room. The 3. Our testing leads us to believe that these ratings are achievable and accurate. We
were able to exceed the highway rating on several road trips, and there are good reasons why
our truck may have come up just over 1 mpg short. Our home-base location skews the mix
toward city driving, and the TRD Off-Road has knobbier tires and lacks the front airdam that
comes on most Tacomas. You get a lot of well-built truck and a bed with many standard
cargo-handling and safety features for your money. The value equation is particularly good on
the TRD models. Build quality is solid, and Toyota trucks are known for their mechanical
durability. Although warranty coverage isn't generous, you do get two years of free scheduled
maintenance. Toyota's Tacoma manages to deliver fun in a right-size pickup package. Its TRD
off-road packages are the real deal, not sticker packages inflated by marketing hype. The buying
public has responded with fierce loyalty, and this truck has also attracted the attention of the
aftermarket, which supports it with many products that enable all sorts of customization. The
Tacoma is great for those who want the look and feel of an off-roader even if they'll never get it
dirty because it's also an easy-driving and dependable pickup truck. They both add plenty of
features and offer a diverse options list. It enhances the truck's off-road ability while keeping
the cost reasonable. While the deletion of the airdam comes with a slight fuel economy penalty,
we think it's offset by the more comfortable ride provided by the smaller wheels and Bilstein
shocks. These include: Forward collision mitigation warns you of an impending collision and
applies the brakes in certain scenarios Lane departure warning alerts you if the vehicle begins
to drift out of its lane Adaptive cruise control maintains a driver-set distance between the
Toyota and the car in front SR5 The SR5 will be a little more palatable for most non-commercial

buyers. On top of the SR5 features, it adds: inch wheels Sport-tuned suspension Hood scoop
Heated mirrors Body-colored fender flares and rear bumper volt outlet in bed Keyless entry and
ignition automatic transmission only Power-sliding rear window Double Cab only Wireless
charging pad A number of packages and stand-alone options are available for the TRD Sport,
and many can be mixed and matched with one another. Upgrades include: inch wheels
Removes the Sport's hood scoop Chrome rear bumper Textured black fender flares Removes
front airdam Lockable rear differential Bilstein shock absorbers Advanced off-road traction
control system with multiple terrain settings and rock crawl 4WD only The TRD Off-Road's
option packages are generally the same as those for the TRD Sport. Also added are: inch alloy
wheels LED headlights Silver grille Sunroof Leather upholstery JBL audio system Navigation
system Blind-spot monitor with rear cross-traffic alert Rear parking sensors degree camera
system The only notable package here is the Nightshade Special Edition package. Read more.
Find savings on the Tacoma for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Tacoma lease
offers. Sponsored cars related to the Tacoma. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars,
Great truck, much improved. SR 4dr Access Cab 6. SR5 4dr Access Cab 6. Check your price
quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote?
Rear Cross-Traffic Alert Alerts the driver if traffic is approaching from the side when the car is
backing out of a perpendicular or angled parking space. Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian
Detection Warns of potential collisions with pedestrians or vehicles and automatically applies
the brakes if the driver does not react in time. Side Impact Test Good. People who viewed this
also viewed 4. Related Tacoma Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the Tacoma both on the
road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about Toyota Tacoma fuel economy, so
it's important to know that the Tacoma gets an EPA-estimated 18 mpg to 21 mpg, depending on
the configuration. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the
Toyota Tacoma is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real
owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Tacoma. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Tacoma's average consumer rating to
that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Toyota
Tacoma is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Tacoma and gave it a 7.
Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the Tacoma is a good car for you. Other versions include: SR 4dr Access
Cab 6. If you're interested in the Toyota Tacoma, the next question is, which Tacoma model is
right for you? Tacoma variants include SR 4dr Access Cab 6. What do people think of the
Toyota Tacoma? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Toyota Tacoma and all model years in our database. Our Review
Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Toyota Tacoma? Which Toyota Tacomas are available
in my area? Can't find a new Toyota Tacomas you want in your area? Consider a broader
search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Toyota Tacoma? Check out Toyota lease
specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Tacoma drive? How comfortable is the
Tacoma? How economical is the Tacoma? Is the Tacoma a good value? This page is for
personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep
the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and
for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to
keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Pricing
Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 40 " Rear head room 39 " Front shoulder room 58 "
Rear shoulder room 59 " Front hip room 54 " Rear hip room 55 " Front leg room Gross weight 5,
lbs. Fuel Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 4, Payload 1, lbs. Maximum towing capacity 3, lbs. Drive
type four-wheel Turning radius Research Another Vehicle. Base 4x2 Regular Cab Base 4x2
Access Cab Base 4x4 Regular Cab PreRunner 4x2 Access Cab Base 4x2 Double Cab PreRunner
4x2 Double Cab PreRunner V6 4x2 Access Cab Base 4x4 Access Cab PreRunner V6 4x2 Double
Cab Base V6 4x4 Access Cab Base V6 4x4 Double Cab Viewing Base V6 4x4 Double Cab We
notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to
disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel
Confirm. Updating Configuration The Good The Tacoma is capable and packs plenty of
standard safety tech. The Bad On-road ride quality and fuel economy are middling, and it's hard

for a tall driver to feel comfortable. The Bottom Line As a proper truck, the Tacoma beams with
value, but mall crawlers will be better off with something more crossover-y. Be respectful, keep
it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you
to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. That review focused on
the "truck stuff" -- things trucks are actually built for, like hauling items and venturing off the
beaten path. Now, it's time to review Tacoma TRD Sport, but instead of doing the same thing
with a relatively unchanged truck, I'm flipping the script and seeing how it performs as a
lifestyle enhancer. With truck prices rising ever closer to low Earth orbit, these vehicles need to
fill multiple roles, hauling gravel and humans in equal measure. As it turns out, a little bit of
perspective goes a long way. While the Tacoma might shine in the dirt, when it comes to daily
duties, it may leave you looking for something a little more civilized. My tester's TRD Sport trim
rocks blocky good looks -- the fenders are appropriately flared, the high-riding front bumper
belies some off-road credentials and the grille is actually appropriately sized for the vehicle a
rarity in late-model Toyotas. I'm also smitten with the light Cavalry Blue paint job, a delightfully
atypical hue for a truck. That ruggedness also makes its way to the interior, but not necessarily
in the best way. The interior feels mighty durable, which means it's basically made up of the
hardest plastics possible. It might be easy to clean, but it also feels cheap and looks entirely
forgettable. That said, the dials are chunky enough to work with gloved hands, and the buttons
to turn on the parking sensors and Qi wireless charging pad offer satisfying clicks with each
push. The upright nature of the Tacoma's body means visibility is excellent. Both rows of seats
in my tester's crew-cab configuration offer plenty of space, and the seats in the second row can
flip up for additional storage. The driving position, on the other hand, is awkward and
frustrating for taller drivers. The steering wheel tilts and telescopes, but only barely. Throw a
lack of adjustable pedals into the mix, and my 6-foot frame can't find a position where my legs
and arms are comfortable simultaneously. Adding extra movement to the steering column
would go a long way in improving the Tacoma's daily drivability. The Tacoma's driving position
hints at the mediocrity to come from its on-road demeanor. Around town, I'm not left wanting for
noise, vibration or harshness. Over bumps, the Tacoma acts like any other truck with an empty
bed, shimmying and bouncing and transferring all that movement to the occupants. The brakes
don't exactly inspire confidence, either, with the pedal feeling like it's half a step away from
engaging ABS even under normal braking. The powertrain is better. The Tacoma's optional 3.
The six-speed automatic transmission, on the other hand, feels like a relic discovered during an
archeological expedition -- it clunks between gears, and it takes its sweet time calling up lower
gears to accelerate. Again, it doesn't exactly inspire confidence in around-town driving. Fuel
economy isn't great, either. The EPA rates this spec of Tacoma at 18 miles per gallon city and
22 mpg highway, numbers I was able to meet without much conscious effort. Those figures are
on the lower end in the midsize-truck segment, however, and I've been able to pull better
fuel-economy numbers from the full-size GMC Sierra with a 6. Toyota has made great efforts in
offering its suite of active and passive driver aids in as many vehicles as possible, and that
includes the Tacoma. Every trim of Tacoma comes with Toyota Safety Sense P, which includes
forward collision warning, automatic braking, pedestrian detection, lane-departure warning,
automatic high beams and adaptive cruise control. The systems work well -- lane-departure
warning isn't aggressive, and it operates smoothly when adaptive cruise is activated. This adds
rear parking sensors and blind-spot monitoring, both of which are welcome additions on the
midsize Tacoma. I do wish, however, that the parking sensors extended to the front, since the
hood ends abruptly, making tight parking maneuvers a little difficult. The standard backup
camera offers suitable resolution and field of view. Toyota's infotainment system, on the other
hand, doesn't really move beyond "fine. It's a fine system, but it feels old when placed next to
Entune 3. Most of my time with the Tacoma was spent ignoring its three USB ports in favor of
the optional Qi wireless phone charger. It's located in an easily accessible tray in the center
console, and I especially liked that it could be switched on or off, allowing you to stuff the tray
with all manner of junk if you don't always need to use it. It's still steep, but it's better than my
tester. It has a panoramic sunroof, Entune 3. Compared to other midsize trucks, the Tacoma
rests firmly midpack. It boasts some solid towing and off-road specs approach, departure and
breakover angle , and both its size and tech complement are competitive in a field that'll soon
grow one thicker thanks to the Jeep Gladiator. But when comparing the Tacoma as a daily-life
vehicle, things fall apart. The all-wheel-drive Toyota RAV4 offers a suburban level of capability -and covered cargo space -- for a price that embarrasses many midsize trucks. Owners who
don't need the full tow rating could easily move to a crossover and get 75 percent of the truck
experience with a ride quality that's percent better. Or, if you're
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truly dead set on a truck, you could opt for the Honda Ridgeline , which has a more livable
unibody construction and will still do most of what the body-on-frame boys can do. If you need
a truck for truck stuff, the Tacoma won't let you down. It's as reliable as the sunrise and it's
plenty capable. But if the majority of the time the truck will serve as a more traditional
conveyance, your money is better spent in other segments. Get Price. Performance 7. Features
8. Design 8. Media 6. Discuss: Toyota Tacoma review: Not an ideal daily driver. Roadshow
Toyota Tacoma Toyota Tacoma. Enlarge Image. Now playing: Watch this: Checking the tech in
the Toyota Tacoma. Chevrolet Colorado. Honda Ridgeline. Jeep Gladiator. Nissan Frontier. Best
Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica. Odyssey, Pacifica and Sienna: Battle of the minivans. Toyota
investing hundreds of millions to boost gas engine production. Toyota Tacoma factory lift kit
won't mess with your truck's active safety tech. Discuss Toyota Tacoma.

